Regional Information:
Industrial Cluster Information

Others

④Osaka
②Kyoto

<Shipping companies, Importers/Exporters, Manufacturers, Freight
companies>The Port of Kyoto
Maizuru is a major international
distribution hub linking the Sea of
Japan coast directly with the rest of
Northeast Asia.

③Nara

<Accommodations> Hotel
supply falls short of demand,
and this provides a good
opportunity for new hotels to
enter the prefecture

Hyogo

<advanced technologies-related
(aerospace)>Healthcare and
pharmaceutical-related companies
and R&D centers are located at
Kobe Medical Industrial City, there
are also many new energy-relalated projects.

Osaka, especially North Osaka,
for the world's No.1 biocluster

①Toyama

<Nonferrous Metal and Metal Products
etc.>Toyama is home to a number of technologically advanced manufacturers.

Shiga

With the cluster of manufacturing
businesses of a wide variety of
areas, research and development
bases including mother plants and
research and development bases
with development function are
increasingly being attracted to the
location.
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Shizuoka city

Aichi <Robot>

<Video games, fashion, design, and
video> A creative industry is thriving with
video/fashion as well as video-gamerelated industry.
<Physical distribution industry>
Proximity to East Asia and demand for
physical distribution of Kyushu producing
shipment value of 21.5 trillion yen and
international trade of 4 trillion yen.

Tokyo

There are about 660,000 businesses in
Tokyo, which is more than 10% of the
total number in the entire country, and
more than 9.6 million employees work
there.

④

Fukuoka city

Niigata city

<Niigata Port aiming to become a
hub port along the Sea of Japan>
・Promoting use of Niigata Port as
an international hub port
・Accumulating industries to the
areas around the port

Aichi Prefecture is working on the
development of the robot industry as
the third pillar following the automobile
industry and aerospace industry.

Toyota city

Promotion of the marine industry capitalizing on resources peculiar to Shizuoka
City
“Shizuoka City, right in the middle of
logistics” is suggested as the strategic
base in the new era of logistics.

Toyota city defines the next
generation automobiles as the key
industry and provides a preferential system with doubled amount
of incentives.

⑤Saijo city

Developing the "City of Agricultural Innovation for Saijo" project
and working on creating new industries that can utilize the city's
resources through public and private cooperation
It is easy to ensure the industrial water in the city, and the
logistics network is well developed. There are highly-skilled
enterprises near the city.
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